The effect of essentiality on risk assessment.
Metals are ubiquitous in the human environment, making exposure inevitable and requiring scientifically sound risk assessment methodology to ensure adequate health protection. Within this area, as part of its ongoing efforts to improve and harmonize internationally approaches to risk assessments, the International Program on Chemical Safety (IPCS) has initiated work to improve the risk assessment procedures for essential trace elements (ETEs). Zn, Cu, Se, Cr, and MO are ETEs for humans, with increasing evidence of an essential role for boron (B). For ETEs, there is a range of daily intake within which the organism maintains homeostasis. At intakes below this range, there is an increased risk from deficiency, and at intakes above the range toxicity may develop. Obviously, for ETEs one cannot assume zero exposure is without risk. Adequate health protection will require the cooperative effort of scientists in nutrition and toxicology to develop the limits of the accepted range for ETEs considering such unique properties of metals as bioavailability, speciation, interactions, and biokinetics. Based on previous work by other groups and the recommendations of an IPCS consultation, a scientific monograph will be completed by IPCS. It will examine present risk assessment methodology for ETEs, and develop scientific principles supporting use of a homeostatic model for the development of dietary reference values and tolerable daily intakes. The objective is to develop an internationally accepted methodology for assessing ETEs as part of the IPCS effort to harmonize approaches to risk assessment worldwide. A recent IPCS Task Group on Zn highlighted some of the scientific issues that require resolution to avoid an overlap of the recommended daily intake based on nutritional needs with that based on toxicity and will serve as a case study.